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ABSTRACT

XML (extensible Markup Language) has been gaining notoriety and interest in electronic business applications. As a
result, XML has become an increasingly popular topic in academia in order to better prepare students for their chosen
careers. Recently, the authors worked closely with a team of four students developing an XML-based application for
John Deere in Moline, Illinois. Although the students were able to learn XML code with relative ease, the real challenge
occurred when they tried to apply this technology to an electronic business application. By using several tools associated
with the Unified Modeling Language (UML), the students were able to develop a conceptual model that aided the
students' understanding and provided a seamless application of this technology. Using a conceptual model for
development and design provided a better real world abstraction, improved communication and understanding, and
resulted in less rework, errors, and inefficiencies. This paper describes how the UML use case model and class diagrams
can seamlessly aid an XML-based electronic business application. The experiences of this team provide a basis for
action research that should be of particular interest to academics teaching system analysis and design-based courses and
to organizations interested in developing XML-based applications.

INTRODUCTION

The growing popularity of electronic commerce has
provided new and exciting opportunities for businesses.
Technology has enabled organizations to extend their
reach globally and to create new business models that
extend their strategic visions and improve their
competitive positions that were impractical only a few
short years ago.

From a business perspective, e-commerce applications
can be classified into three categories: business-toconsumer (B2C), intra-organizational, and business-tobusiness (B2B) (Applegate, Holsapple, Kalakota,
Radermacher, andWhinston, 1996). Among these three
categories, the impact of B2B marketplace is the largest
financially compared to the other two sectors. According
to Forrester Research (2001), the B2B economy will soar
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past $2.7 trillion mark in 2004. Compared with estimates
for the B2C market over the same period, the ratio of
revenues can be expected to grow more than 10 to 1.
Interestingly, the growth of B2B e-commerce is larger
than the gross national product of many small countries
(Cuuningham, 2001). As a result, many colleges and
universities have literally jumped on the electronic
commerce band wagon by offering programs and courses
in electronic commerce and its related application
development technologies.
With the current prevalence of using the Web as the
platform for application development, XML (extensible
Markup Language) has been gaining notoriety and
interest for many electronic business applications. XML
is a relatively new technology that provides a crossplatform method that can identify, or markup, data. An
XML document allows for complete control over the
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structure of the data. Subsequently, one only needs to
define the tags or elements within the document.

closely with .various organizations and small student
teams; and

The increasing popularity ofXML stems from the ability
to separate content from presentation, whereby the
developer has the freedom to build an application with its
own data structure using XML and HTML to create the
user interface. By providing a common language for
describing data, XML enables more precise searching,
lets businesses share data more efficiently, and makes
navigating data much easier (Gottesman, 1998). This
allows organizations to not only use the same data,
definitions across different platforms, but also use the
same data differently across different organizations.

• Createand shareknowledge from research initiatives
with business partners and the academic community.

Moreover, XML is based on UNICODE. This allows for
XML to support not only the Western characters, which
have been traditionally supported by ASCII, but Asian
characters as well. As a result, XML has been of
particular interest to organizations conductingelectronic
business globally. Since XML is designed as a tool for
document-oriented applications, its flexibility is rapidly
making it the tool of choice for B2B applications.

BACKGROUND FOR THIS RESEARCH
With support from the Business Information Technology
Transfer Center (BITTC) at Northern Illinois
University's College of Business, four students under the
direction of two faculty members engaged in a project
with John Deere in Moline, Illinois to develop an XMLbased application during the fall semester of 2001. John
Deere was interested in learning more about this
relatively new technology and how it could support the
relationships among their various business units and
suppliers.
The Business Information Technology Transfer Center
was founded in 1998 with the intent of creating a unique
educational experience for College of Business students
at the University. The ntission of the Center is to:

Enhancetheeducational experienceoftheUniversity's
students by exposing them to actual organizational
problems and the application of the latest information
technologies and methodologies;
• Cultivate, nurture, and sustain relationships between
University's College of Business and organizations
through the creation of mutual value;
• Enable College of Business faculty to improve the
relevancy of their teaching and research by working
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Although faculty members play the role of coaches, the
student team is responsible for defining the goals,
objectives, and deliverables associated with the project as
outlined in the Center's project methodology. The
coach's role is to serve primarily as a resource to the
students and offer support and guidance when needed.
Generally, projects are initiated and completed within
one semester; .therefore, the students are able to
experience the entire life cycle of a project. Students are
recruited the semester before a project is scheduled and
go through a selection process sintilar to being hired for
a position within a finn. In that past, an average of thirty
students have applied for each project; however, team
size has generally been lintited between four and six
students that include a mix ofgraduate and undergraduate
students. Students receive three credit hours as elective
credit and a $500 scholarship. Students invited to be on
a project are chosen based upon:
• Competency of business and technology skills;
• Communication skills;
• Ability to contribute as a team member; and

Ability to work in an unstructured environment.
Required team meeting times are scheduled as a threehour class. Team members are expected to attend and
participate actively. Although there is no syllabus, each
team follows a project methodology to guide them
throughout their project. Outside readings and meeting of
key project deliverables generally require eight to twelve
hours ofoutside work. Although the students do not have
any quizzes or exams, their final grade is deterntined
directly by the completion of key project deliverables. A
final presentation to the sponsoring organization, project
coaches, and any other interested stakeholders brings
closure to the project.
The focus of the John Deere project was to explore
electronic. business models and, in particular, the
electronic procurement of direct materials. Moreover.
John Deere was especially interested in evaluating XML
as a base technology. Subsequently, the student team
was asked to develop a business model and XML-based
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prototype application that would serve as a model and an
impetus of ideas that would allow John Deere to develop
a much larger application in the future.

using XML and to organizations interested in developing
XML-based applications for electronic business.

UNIFIEDMODELING LANGUAGE (UML)
After extensive research, the students recommended a
reverse-auction model to support JohnDeere's business
units and suppliers. Using Web technology, a reverse
auction would allow John Deere's business units to post
requests for quotations for various items. In turn, the

company'svendors could thenview theseitemsandplace
bids over a specific period of time. This model is ideal
forprocurement because it makesthepurchasing process
more competitive and can reduce the overall costs of

purchasing transactions.
In addition, the coaches taught the student the basics of
XML, and several books and an online course provided
additional support. However, it became apparent that the
challenge was not in learning XML, but understanding
how XML could be used to develop an application to
support the reverse auction model. Therefore, the
students had an understanding of what they wanted to
accomplish and the tools to build it, but not the process
for achieving it.

Action research provided an important and interesting
approach to solving this particular challenge. Action
research is becoming moreaccepted as an alternative to
traditional, social sciences or empirical-based research
that focuses on studying a particular phenomenon without
. changing it. Conversely, action research focuses on the
practical concerns of individuals or an organization by
solving an immediate and problematic situation while
expanding scientific knowledge (Rapoport, 1970;
Avison, Lau, Neilsen, and Myers, 1999). In a collaborative effort between the researchers and practitioners,
action research allows for the simultaneous study of
organizational change and the process leading to the
creation of the new knowledge that is gained from the
experience (Baburoglu and Ravn, 1992).

Under the direction of the faculty coaches, several basic
UML models were developed to bridge this gap. This not
only aided the students in developing a reverse auction
application that would allow multiple vendors to bid on
specific items, but allowed for a surprisingly seamless
process for mapping UML design models to XML. To
illustrate this approach, the remainder of this paper
provides an overview of the UML models and how an
XML-based application can be developed. The authors
believe that this technique can be applied in MIS classes
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According to Booch, Rumbaugh, and Jacobson (1999),
the Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a generalpurpose visual modeling language that is used to specify,
visualize, construct, and document the artifacts of a
software system. UML is a product of object-oriented
analysis and design (OOA & D) that first appeared in the
late 1980s and early 1990s and unifies the methods
proposed by Booch, Rumbaugh, and Jacobson (Fowler
and Scott, 1997). OOA & D is a direct result of objectoriented programming languages such as SmaliTalk and
C++. UML has currently emerged as the software
indnstry's dominant object-oriented modeling language
(Siau and Cao, 2001).

As a modeling language, UML provides the graphical
notation and syntax used to express a design, but does not
include a method or process for steps in completing a
design. However, UML provides a key technique for
improving communication between developers and users
and has a common vocabulary ofobject-based terms and
diagramming techniques rich enough to model an
applications system from analysis through design (Dennis
and Haley, 2000).
An object-oriented approach to systems analysis and
design has several benefits over the traditional process or
data focused approaches. Moreover, information systems
developed using these traditional approaches have been
regarded as being more error-prone, expensive to build,
and inflexible to maintain (Satzinger and Orvik, 2001).
Since each object is small and self-contained, the objectoriented approach is more manageable since the
complexity of systems development is reduced. In
addition, object-oriented systems provide a higher degree
of reusability and therefore a less expensive to build and
maintain, while leading to a higher quality system
(Satzinger and Orvik, 2001).
UML defines a set of nine object-oriented diagramming
techniques that can be used to model a system (Dennis
and Haley, 2000); however, only two of these modeling
techniques were used to develop the reverse-auction
application. These two techniques included the use case
and class diagrams. The remainder of this section
explains the two diagramming techniques and illustrates
how they were used by the student team.
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Use Case Diagrams
One of the first steps in designing the reverse-auction
applicationinvolved the creation of a use case diagram.
A use case diagram provides a simple, yet effective, highlevel abstraction of the system to be developed. A basic
use case diagram includes stick figures as actors...;.. i.e.,
people, organizations, or other external entities whouse
or interact with the system. A box represents the system
boundary and various use cases within the system
boundary define the fnoctionality or high-level features
of the system. Lines connectthe actors withthe various
use cases to define the relationships or interactions.
Figure I provides a use case diagram developed by the
student team. Actors include the various business units
and snppliers, as well as a John Deere administrator who
would support the application. The various use cases
within the system boundary were subsequently expanded
as use case scenarios that basically "story-boarded" how
each actorwoulduse or interact withthe system. The use
case diagram andassociated scenarioswerereviewed by
a manager at John Deere who acted as the project
sponsor. After receiving his approval, the team then
created a class diagram.

The Class Diagram
Objects are the heart of the object-oriented approach,
since just about everything can be viewed as an object.
One of the key diagramming techniques is the class
diagram. The class diagram is a technique that can
describe the types of objects (i.e., classes) in a system
and the static relationships that exist among them.
Relationships Can be associations(e.g., a customer orders
a product) or subclasses (a customer is a kind of person).
In addition, class diagrams define the operations or
methods (i.e., things an object or class can do), as well as
the properties or attributes of a particular class.

In additionto associations, class diagrams can be useful
for defining aggregation and composition.
More
specifically, aggregation allows the developer to model
the"is-a-part-of'relationships (e.g., a wing is apartofan
airplane or package contains items). By modeling object
classes and their various relationships, the developer is
able to create a better abstraction of the real world
system. As a result, an application system can be
developed that better reflects the needs of the user or
organization.
Figure 2 provides the class diagram developed for the
reverse-auction model. Eachclass includesthe attributes
30

and methods associated with the class. The methods in
the class diagram were derived from the use cases
specified in the use case diagram.

MAPPING UML TO XML DOCUMENTS
Although XML has been gaining interest and popularity,
the design of a valid and well-formed XML document
and XML-based e-business application remains a
challenge. Therefore, an XML development process
should be carried out in a rational, disciplined, effective,
controlled, and uniform way to design e-business
applications. Even though XML is not an object-oriented
language, the opportunity to apply OOA& D techniques
exists.
At the core of XML is a Document Type Definition
(DTD) or a schema used to define the data contents of the
XML document. A DTD specifics which tags or
elements a document mayhave, whatthey arecomposed
of, and how they are related to one another within the
structure of the document in terms of contents,
sequences, nesting, etc. (Gibb, O'Donnell and Leon,
It proposes many mechanisms to define
2000).
structuring rules for documents. In short, the purpose of
a DTD is to provide a grammar for an electronic
document.
For processing an XML-based electronic document, it
must be "well-formed" and "valid." A well-formed XML
document conforms to the syntax rules set up for XML
by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) in the XML
1.0 specification. However, this really means that the
XML documentcontainsone or more elements, andone
element, called the root, contains all the other elements.
In addition, a "well-formed document" means each element also nests inside any enclosing elements properly.
An XML document is "valid" if it references a DTD or
schema, and the DTD or schema complies with the W3C
standard. Although most XML browsers will check to
ensure that the XML document is well formed, only a few
have the capability to check to verify that it is valid.
To bridge the gap between objected-oriented system
analysis and design and the development for XML-based
B2B applications, we can use UML's class diagram to
model XML's DTD structure.

Mapping to the DTD
The class diagram in Figure 2 shows the classes,
attributes, and various associations. It provides a
seamless guide for preparing the XML DTD. Figure 3
Journal ofInformatics Education and Research
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FIGURE 3
AN ELEMENT-BASED DTD MAPPED FROM THE CLASS DIAGRAM
<!ELEMP.N"!" XML_!lOCUMENT(JD_IlUSIN.:SS_UNn, 811)_REQUEST,
SUPPLlER+, BID_REQlJEST_L1NE+»

<! ELEMF..NT .10_BUSINESS_UNI1' (Name, Department Jp_Phone,10]3X, JD_Email»
<!ELBMENTName (#PCDATA»
<mLEMENT Department (#PCDATA»
<!ELHMeNT JO Phone(#PCDATA»
<!ELEMeNT JD~}ax (#PCDATA»

<!ELEMENT JD_Email(#PCDATA»

<!ElEMENT IlID=REQUEST (Bid~Number, Date, AuthOlization»
<!ELEMENT Bid Number(#PCOATA»
<!I1LEMENT bate (#PCOATA»
<!ELEMF!NT Authorization (#PCDATA»

<!ELEMENT SUPPLIER (Company-Name, Contact_Name, Address, S]hone. S]ax,

S Email»
<!ELEMENTCompany_Name(#PCDATA}>
<!ELEMENTContact__Name (#PCDATA»
<!ELEMENT Address (#PCDAT A»
<!ELEMENT S]hone (#PCDATA»

<!ELEMENT S_I·ID;. (#PCDATA»
<!ELEMENT S_Email (#PCDAiA»
<!.ELEMENT BULREQUESl'_UNE (Line~Number. Oid.,...Date, Supplier,Quantity,
Description, Bid Price}
<!ELEMENT Line_Number (#PCDATA»
<JHLEMENT Bid_DateWPCOATA}>
<tELEMENTQuantity (#PCDATA»
<!ELEMENT Description(#PCDATA»
<!ELEMENT Bid_Price(#PCDATA»

shows an element-based DTD with a root element called
"XML_DOCUMENT." Each class is mapped as a group
element within the XML DTD. Subsequently, the
attributes of each class in the class diagram are mapped
as PCDATA with their associaled group element.
As illustrated in Figure 3, each element and sub element
of the XML DTD maps directly to the super classes and
subclasses ofthe class diagram. However, one could use
the XML attributes rather than elemenls and sub elemenls
for the DTD mapping. Figure 4 shows this alternative
way 10 define and map exlernal DTD structure by using
. attributes, It appears that elements and sub elements are
better suited to an object-oriented approach while using
attributes is betler suited to a relational database
perspective. Regardless, using either elements or
attributes will produce a well-formed and valid XML
document when performing the UMUXML mappings.
Generating the XML Document
Ooce the DTD is created, it may be inserted directly into
the XML document or referenced from within the
document. Figure 5 shows partial codes for the XML
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document that references an external DTD called
BidDTD.dtd.
Mapping the Methods
Although Ihe example XML documents provide a
structure for the reverse-auction data, they do not include
any methods for interacting with the data. Using the use
case and class diagrams, a combination of scripting
languages, such as Java Script and Active Server Pages,
was used 10 implement the various methods that would
allow the user to create, search, and update the auction
bids .
DISCUSSION
Using an action research approach, this paper provides a
means for developing XML-based electronic business
applications. From our experience, we found that
building an XML-application requires more than just a
good-working knowledge of Ihe lechnology. A process
and technique for developing an accurate, real-world
abstraction is required to improve understanding and
communication among the development leam. Although
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FIGURE 4
AN ATTRIBUTE-BASED DTD FROM THE MAPPED FROM THE CLASS DESIGN
<!ELEMENT XMLJ)(}ClJME.1\IT (JD_BUSINESS_UNIT, BID_RF-QUESI.
SVPPLIER+, BJD_REQUEST_I,INE+»
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('DATA
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FIGURES
THE XML DOCUMENT BASED ON THE DTD
<?x.ml verstonevt.e" 1>
<!J.)()C'TYPE XML DOCUMENTSYSTEM"BidDTD.dtd":>
<XML_DOCUMENT>
<JD_BUSINE..'iS_UNIT>
<Name-Joe Smith<!Name>
<Department>Accounting<JDepartment>
<1D]honc>233-737~2323<;/JD]hune>
<fax>233-737-760O<!Fax>
<JD_Email>jsmitb@john_deer.com<lJD_Email>
<lJD_BUSINESS_UNIT>
<BID REQUEST>

<Bid NlIoobcr>lOOI<lBid Number>
<Dalc>512312001</Date> -<Authorizationi-Robert Rollins<!Authorization>
</BIO_REQUEST>
<SUPPLIER>
<CcmpanyNerneokeynolds Mctals<ICompany_Namc>

<Cont:act_Name>Mary Jones<iContacCName>
<Address>2000 First Street, Dekalb,lL 60115<JAddress>
<8 Phonc>815-758-S88!l</S Phone>
<S--Fax>815-758-7777<JS Fix>
<s::PJuail>maryjones(g,,'re}i101ds.com<JS_Email>
<lSUPPUER>
<BID REQUEST LINE>

<Line NumbCr>lOOI A<fLinc Number>
<Bid Date>5i231200ktBid Dile>
<Quantity>200 ton:K1Quanllty>
<Descripriorc-Steele/Dcscription>
<Bid Price>$TO,OOO<JBid Price>
</BID_REQUEST_LlNE>
<BID_REQUEST_LINE>
<Line Number> 1001 B<lLine Number>
<Bid IMc>5!23i200f<iBid Date>
<Quantity>10 ton~'<fQuanlity>
<Description> Rubber<fDescription>
<Bid Pricc>$5,000<JBid Price>

</RID_REQUEST_LlNF>

-

<lXML_DOCUMENT>
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this notion is commonly-held, the interesting lesson
learned was how well UML modeling techniques map to
XML.
At the end of the project, the faculty coaches met
separately with the team and the John Deere sponsor.
From the student's perspective, the use ofthe techniques
descrihed in this paper provided much needed direction
at a critical point in the project. In addition, the project
sponsor was extremely pleased with the quality of the
application andwas anxious to demonstrate thesystemto
several key business unitmanagers.
The lessons learned from this project are based on a
. collaborative effort hy the BlTTC coaches and student
team memhers to solve an immediate problem at hand.
Although no empirical evidence can support these claims,

this paper documents the tools, processes, and mental
thought processes that were used. These same techniques
may he replicated and generalized to the teaching of
systems analysis and design-based classes and for
practitioners interested in developing XML-based
applications. Therefore, the action research method
utilized in this paper shonld provide the heginning and
foundation for future empirical research that may lookat
the effectiveness of this approach in the classroom or by
organizations.
Finally, the approach used by the project team utilized
only two UML diagramming techniques. Other techniques, such as state-transition diagrams, interaction
diagrams, and so forth should also be considered and
evaluated empirically.
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